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CLASS STRUGGLE IN THE ARNY
or .the

Social Relations of-Militarism

With the growtLin size of the army and navy, every working class family has

a member, close friend or relative in the service. Everyone in the mass is

affected by the situation of their loved ones, and of the army generally;

and in turn affects (whether he knows it or not) the morale) training and

discipline of the army. -

For the arm is essentially a social institution. It ektends.it.octOpus clams

deep into the heart of the vast working class of America. And it tears from

that heart the strongest) most promising young men, and sacrifices them on

the altar.of imperialist war..

Of the many works this writer has had the good fottune::to utilize in study

ihg.militarism ih the U.S., Willard Waller's "War in the 20th Century",

(1941), a.sympotiUmLincludihg the works of so prominent a war and historical

analyst as Hi E. Barnes, hat.one of the few unexcelled bourgeois analyses of

the social relations of the army, of the struggle of the classes as it is

reflected in the .army..Such military writers at General Archibald Wamell

(now Field Marshall), CeneralAarshall, Major Wheeler-Nidholsam (outstanding

critic of the U.S. Army), and many others are utilized to round out the

argument.

In Trotsky's vast History of the Russian revolutiOn one of.the.mott profound

piCtutes of living, human class relations is drawn.-OfKarl Marx's "Das Ka-

pital") even its bitterest enemies have acclaimed its vivid picture of the

.misery and suffering of the lowertlass.ih its struggle against the 'rulers.

.:Thikmayfippear to be accenting the human side ofthe class struggle, its

psychological or broader still itt-tocioIogidal-.aspett.-But'to-Understand
So.huge a mechanism as an army, one is forced to approach the army as a
,SYstem of human erVaniZation.'Mallet does this, and thereby reaches heightx.

of clear class analysis rarely approachedbY bourgeois writers; and to be*.,

appreciated by revolutionary writers and workers.

The human approach is not new, as' the examples of Trotsky and Marx show.

But its application to the army it new, particularly in the U.S. where the

advent of militarism it belated.: In revolutionary literature we have the

powerful anti-militarist works' of Karl Liebknecht..Unfottunately. Liebknecht's

approach was more general, and sometimes more ab'stract than could be readi-

ly understood then and even now by the mass of workers:-Significantly his

most forceful anti4ailitarist,writings were the brief, Simple, fiery appeals

to the soldiers from prison.'
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This analysis is in:no sense a complete explanation of the dlassstruggie
in the army. That is a tremendous task, Whieh the speed of the war and the
necessity of the struggle prevents from being concluded. But this analysis
attempts tb make a,beginning in the direction of analysing the iMperialist
army.-The analysis will show in much detail the social organization WhiCh-
it the arMy.-Before-beginnihgthie lengthy diesertatibn on the most des-
tructive all human organilatiOns, one last introduetory remark is neces-
sary:- the quotations and comments are long. Theyehould be) es'thie is a
new proble.4 a new field, for the.AmeriCan revolutionary Movement. In break-
ing ground for a new house - the house of labor 7 we will have to plow '

through much capitalist rot until we have laid the foundation.-

DISCIPLINE IS PUNISHMENT

begine:, "The army achieves its result of activating a million men with
a 'single will by effectively annihilating thelndiVidual will of the soldier.'
It overrides the individual will; it refuses to recognize that the.i...ndiVi
dual will exists and acts'asif it did not exist.. The soldier must obey.-

.Orders come all the way down from the top. Everyone. obeys someone. Everyone
is responsible to someone. But no one is responsible to'hie subordinates or
may be .questioned by them. The flow of commands, Of will, is IN ONE DIREC-
TION ONLY." (my emphasis.).

How true it the poet Tennyson's line: "There's not to reason Why, There's
but to do and die.,!ExPreesed in more brutal terms, the classic. Army 6.tti7'
tUcle-ie stated by the Sergeant to all new recruits: J"Shut Up' You're not .

paid to think.u.

It is true only in theory that the Army l"annihilates" the willsof the sol-
dier.-That is the tendency, but every capitalist army fails to reach this

"goal of teductibn of men to robots. Actually, in the struggle between the .

army and the will'of.the soldier, a working relationship is established,
with the army dOminant:-The soldier's will is subordinated for the While,
distinctly NOT annihilated,, as Witness the breaking up of large armies by
upsurges of soldiers' wills which.have overcome the army dominatibn.*

It therefore correct to say that the arMY activatee.milliOns of men to
fightby DOMINATING. their individual wills." Sueh domination is difficult to
obtain and even more diffidult to retain. The low pre-War morale in the
Ameriean Army before December 7, 1941, and the rise in morale after, show
how strong that will was:*Today, despite heavy propaganda barrages, the 11-
lusien of defense against attackwearing off (particularly since both the
German and Japanese imperialists are being Pushed back), and the.lildividual
will breaks losose.: Soldiers are the worst hecklers of military propaganda.
(go to any army movie Where 'soldiers are present for proof).* A constant
source of expression for the repressed soldier's will is the cartoon' which'

'
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invariably makes fun of the officers, never of the soldier.. THERE IS NOTHING
FUNNY ABOUT THE SOLDIER'S LOWLY AND DANGEROUS LIFE. The armyis aided in
gaining dominatibn, over the soldier by the government with its various forme
of pressure, by the fear.of jail if disobedient, or of other repression
against...himself and family.'

_ .
This military process of molding millibns of will to one task requites ORGA-
NIZATION. The military organization greatly increases, the interdependence of
individuals.-As workers'. are organized by the mechanism of production itself
Oil one place, under one Management, on one product), S4) the Army .organizes
masses of men, teaches them military organization. Many of them are being
taught rigid discipline for the 'fi'st tiMe.in their liVes.- Soldiers develop
a language of their own, a political organization fo their own) have their
own traditibne and dustoms based' on their way of life, though all this is

-basically identieal with that of.the test of the oppressed mass.'

The flow of. commands "in one direction only" is what constitutes a complete
lack of democracy in the army. ."No one responsible to hie subordinates."

.Soldiers are thereby EXCLUDED FROM ANY SHARE IN THE DIRECTION OF THE ARMY
and thereby of the war. Soldiers have no declaration of independence, no
bill of tights, no right to vote for officers; or vote' on policy, no right ._._

to: petition, assemble, voice, recall, no right to organize, no'right.to free
-speeCh.. About half the states allow soldiers to vote' by absentee ballot for
state officials (this is a new development for most.of these states, occar-
sib/led by the mass sentiment for granting the eight to vote' to soldiers, in
the year.1942). But soldiers are prohibited from voting in national elec-
tions, from running for offiCe.'And the right to vbte has, little meaning if
restricted to the single-state, and if it exCludes the right to be voted
for!

Despite thie obvious lack of democracy in the army, General Marshall, Chief -
La Staff of the American iMperialiet army, said (News release, 'September 30,
1940,.two weeks after the draft began): Our Army will be an Army of citizen
soldiers, and must be essentially a demoOpIid institution." Hypocrisy! How
cheap are these high-sounding words. Compare .General Marshall's demagogic
fakery to this statement by one of the Army's severest critics, Major
Wheeler-Nicholson ("Battleshield of the Republic", 1940): It'should be self-
evident to any layman that a military machine muet be run ftom the top. AN"
ARMY IS PURE AUTOCRACY EXEMPLIFIED." '

Smashing the soldier's will is attempted.by.arousing their:fearof jail and
Other dire punishment. The intimidating "Articles of War," (the Army CRIMI-

jIAL LAW) are read to soldiers frequently to frighten them into obeying or-
ders under threat: of heaVy puniehment.:A soldier is alwayt only one:stmo

:m4a,Y from a:eourtmartial. If he smiles in line he May be severely punierH.
If he objects to thepuribilMent ho, faces a courtmartial7 Any form of a

fp
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tiOn:of the individual will is lopped off with the.courtmartial ax.: Even in-_

advertentlYa soldier May be courtmartialled - for getting drunk, coming in
a few minutes late, getting into a fight. In setibus situations it is a'com-

mon army practibe to select every tenth man in line and shoot hit in cold

blood to teach the other sadiert a lesson in' obedience. (Marshall Retain,

With whom the U.S.:Government carried on negotiations for over two and a
half years pulled this blood stunt in the French Army in the first world war).:

Everything the soldier .does contains the stromg possibility of punithment by,

courtmartial..Since the rules are arbitrary, totally 'illogical, and violate

freedan.of action of the soldier, the soldier is OONSTANTLY BREAKING MANY

OF THE REGULATIONS WHETHER HE 'KNOWS IT OR NOT'Every soldier consequently
escapes courtmartial by a hair many times in the army.'

Every soldier is in constant day to day struggle with the army rules and

regulations - with the army system. "The guardhouse it the omnipresentsym-
bol of Ameriban Regular Army ditciPline.;:copied from the British and Prus-
sian armies of the lath century," writes Wheeler-Nicholson.: The War Depart-
ment theory is that any breach of the rigid discipline must be brutally

crushed,'elte other breaches will occur; and smash the entire ditciplinary. -

System. This illustrates the terrible fear the rulers of the army have of
the soldier in the ranks. They dare not give him any freedOmbraction..
They hogtie and circumscribe his entire life with a mass of -regulations and

details that bewilder and hamstring hit every moVe.

Despite all the rules and regulations, soldiers never do have their wills

mashed.. They merely become embittered at the army. They find dozens of ways

to get around the rules, shirk duty, avoid assignments, soldier on theiob..

-To smash soldiers' wills. Would take a lifetime of Jesuit training. Even
Fascist training from youth upwards would not succeed.' In the U.S..such
training it an iMpostibility'for some years to come." The indiVidual will

far from being broken is strengthened. The'more backward and prejudiced the
Jaen the lest will he has; the "better0soldier the War Department considers

him. The moreintelligent.the man .class intelligence - the more will he

has, and no capitalist government can dominate his will in the army for long.::

The highly literate American proletariat on 'the very threshold of a!broad
class intelligence will never.haNe its will, smashed by the rulers.'

The real meaning or the saying "the army will make you or break ybu," or
'the army: will make a.man or a bum of you," is seen' in this drive to crush

thesoldierts When the army crushes your will,- it breaks you, makes
you a burn.' When they' say "the army builds men," they mean builds blubbering.

masses of flesh, without any will."That'is the "good soldier," the milita-

rist ideal.7

Waller Continues: "Wen a man Eat made the sacrifiCe of his own private will;,

At remains for the army to' instill in him those habits of obedience which

ss-4,7i"
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make him theperfect instrument of the will of his superiers.The army be-
gins to teach him tO bbeY ordert....for one'reaton, because the living to:e-
ther of great masses of men demand regulation of the minutee of existence,
for another, because it it thought good to give the' private soldiet plenty

of practice in obeying' orders. Orders are multiplied. The emphasis it upon

precision, upon tnappihess in executing commands; upon the synchronization

of the movements of masses. Close order drill' and the'manual of arms are

well adapted' to this sort of training..There.i's also a multitude of petty

regulations..."

The mechanics of. dominating. the Will of the soldier are in sum a gradua--
accumulation of hundreds of petty restraints on the soldier's will, all con-
stituting the army ditettlinary system. Were any ordinary human being sub-

jected to all Or, eyen a god part of these dominating' restraints, he would
immediately rebel or find means of opposing such repretsion:' Knowing this,
the .Army builds its control of the soldier's will gradually, piece by piece,
each time surtounding'thersOldier With further ruleson what not to do. Any
soldier can easily -describe how the discipline Steadily increases in severi-
ty from induction station to combat organization.

In this process the army has soldiers do dozens of worthless tasks, without

rhyme or reason, mainly for their disciplinary effect.. The army does not
permit soldiers to think for themselves.' It attempts to make them completely
dependent on the army for all their* needs. 'Personal freedom (private life)

it unkno%n in the, anny;.It.it expressly prohibited.. It is.en_itonic.bit of
army humor to- repeat' tadly: THE PRIVATE HAS NO PRIVACY. Ip the navy, When a

man gets shore leave it is called LIBERTY, in contrast to. the prison-like

lack of liberty on bOaxd slip. Similarly with army. leave,- Of which soldiers
say: Thetest thing about the army is the furlogh.-The ceaseless repetition
of useless drill forces the soldier to toe the line, do the drill correctly.
The aim Of the officers is to get 'the' soldier to obey without thinking,
and instantly.

Close order drill was the foundation Of military efficiency and discipline
in the'foot.armies of the world for many centuries. It trained masses of
soldiers to walk instep, fire in volleys; alwaykstanding.close to each
Other, and in visual contact. The new maChine Weapons - machine gun, plane,
tank, artillery, land mine - have made close order drill Certain death. It
it as outmnded as the bow and arrow against the dive' Even in the
American .army; movements are made AT NIGHT only as the general rule, and
close order drill on moneuvers or in combat is an invitatibn to.slaughter.
Dispersion of troops in the woods and in natural surroUndings - as opposed
to concentrationin close order drill - is a necessity in modern Warfare.

Yet the. United States Army continues to train men in close order drill on

the theory that it teachet soldiers'to obey commands autotatically.. In 1-(.

ity this is an admission that the U.S. Atmy knows of no other' waY
,
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soldiers discipline than be a totally, worthless form of physical exercise!
Not .

only is .close order drill useless in modern war, but on the field of
battle, it is never used even by the American army.. Remember the .British
General Braddock's red-coated soldiers marching in close order drill in the
wilderness, only to be mowed down by Indian fighters skulking behind trees.%

The question arises: if men will obey commands automatically while doing .1

close order drill, will they continue to obey commends on the field of battle
WHERE CLCSE ORDER DRILL IS NOT USED? History of the second world war says:
NO! Other forms of military drill are utterly worthless and impractical, and
breed habits of acting like soldiers, yet not knowing anything about soldier-
ing. The manual of' arms - drill with the rifle - is useless in war. So is
kitchen police, leaf raking, .and the like. For many years the arty did its
manual of arm's TO MUSIC, swinging the rifle gracefully (and uselessly)."The
Army also practiced saber drill on horseback TO MUSIC. Tra-la-la. The flowers
that bloom in the spring. Making beds like hospital.nurses is also useless
in war where men do not sleep in beds.

Soldiers for hundreds of years were kept in a state of illiteracy. When lite-
racy increased as the necessity of greater intelligence in handling more com-
plicated weapons increases, the' soldiers were denied the right to read. Cnly
in the past 100 years have soldiers been allowed to ,read in camp - and then
only official government-approved publicatibns. Every effort is made to
control the MIND as well as the body of the soldier. In the U.S.Army, the
soldiers are virtually 1005 literate.' They ask questions constantly.

This problem of controlling the soldier's will iS far more important than
appears at first sight. Military victory is considered as the destruction
of the *will to fight in the enemy army: This is Hitler's avowed purpose in
trying to annihilate the Red Army, 'as he was successful in' doing to the
French Army.; The collective will to fight was paralyzed.. Wheeler-Nicholson
writes: "An army is.: :an implement to carry out the WILL of a State." It is
the chief instrument of capitalist' power, and deserves the concentrated at-.
tentibn of the mass in and out of the army.' For the will of the army can be
smashed not -only by defeat in war, but. also by uprising at home and in the
arty.

.
Colonal Fulop-Miller th "TechniqUe of Modern Arms" (1940) wtites:"Singularly
throughout history, we find the recurrent slogan of' great military leaders:
'Destroy the enemy's leadership.! Alexander understood this principle as .

have- few leaders....Tamerlane's credo of hate, 'peatroy your enemies,' ' alined
to break the hostile WILL ID WIN......Na.poleon claimed that elan - will to vic-
'tory - was the decisive issue between two opPoeing commanders.," This illustra-
tes the "annihilatiOn of will"' theory. in *Military history: In class war par-
ticularly this destructiOn of leaders and thereby of the will to win is

.
shown by 'Stalin's Moscow Trials, and the necessity for Fascism to desteol'
working class leaders and organizatiOns which lead.

Page 6
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Marshal Foch declared: "Victory equals will power. A battle won is a battle
in which one declines to admit being beaten....Victory goes always tothose
who merit it by the greatest force of will and intelligence." This applies
with particular force to the working class in its class war against'imperiar-
lism. It will have to generate greater will power than the enemy' in order
to make the world revolution

In considering the problem of dominating the soldier's will, particular
attentiOn should be giVen to what is known as military "justice". Not one
single 'prominent military wtiter has ever dared in the U.S. to openly criti-
cize the reactionary judicial system of the army as has Wheeler-Nicholson.
Here is a sample:

"The JUdge Advocate General's Department of our army suffers frenn that fault,
in. military jUrisprudence cornmon to many armies, the inability of military-
legal minds to. DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN DISCIPLINE AND JUSTICE. This leads in
too many cases to injustice."

He has ripped the veil off military "justice," and has exposed it as a va-
riety of' discipline, that is, INJUSTICE - PUNISHMENT. Military law IS. the

. crudest form of class injustice and intolerance. The Nazis have merely ex-
tended this to include the civilian population.- The U.S. is quickly over-
taking them.

Wheeler-Nicholson continues: "In an autocracy such as the arty; justice is
liable to be subordinated to the will of the military autocrats, which makes
an anomaly in a democratic country." Of course this is an "anomaly" in a
"democratic" country. But all capitalist armies are autocracies, NOT demo-
cracies, General Marshall notwithstanding. Officers' serve on trial boards.
Soldiers do not! This is a farce, not a system of JUSTICE: A well .known
cartoon caricaturing military justice appears in Vagts "History of ,

tarism." The caption beneath the cartoon reads: "Chairman' of the Court:
'The sessiOn is over,- let the public enter.'" Thus is illustrated the arbi-
trary, highhanded, secret, unrestrained character of military "justice."

That all capitalist armies are autocracies results from their basis in essen-
tially identical capitalist economies and states. Ari exiample of thie is,
writes Wheeler-Nicholson: "The War Department produced tbe monumental In-
dustrial Mobilizatibn Plan. It must have been a good plan., for the Germans
immediately adopted it.. It has worked very successfully for the Nazis." The
plan of a "democracy" has worked "very successfully" for the totalitarians.
This IS the illustration of the identity of' economic 'and thorefore military
structures. For the army is the will of the state, as Wheeler-Picholson
has pointed but repeatedly in hiS remarkable critique. ,It is well. remedy
ber that Wheeler-Nicholson is no liberal, but a highly developed ATTOCRATIC
thinker who wishes the army to eliminate those featuresof autocraCY N:11d;
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hinder its efficiency. His ideal is Hitler's army. (NOTE: This is a d1gres7

sion from our main argument about the army as a system of SOCIAL organization.

Other articles consider the related political problems - an analysis of the

Soldier's Handbook, analysis of the degeneration of the imperial Czarist army

and the growth of the first revolutionary 'army, analysis of the history of

the American army and its transformation from a trogressive capitalist army

into a reactionary imperialist army).

Waller spotlights another aspect of discipline '(punishment): "There is a

great emphasis upon appearance. It is thought that a man cannot possibly be

. a good soldier unless he holds himself erect, salutes An a crisp manner, and

keeps his uniform spotless.....Uniforms are very hard to keep clean and pre-

sentable. Private soldiers suspect that buttons are put on the uniforms.

just .because they are hard to shine!!!

Brass buttons tarnish easily, overnight if the climate is.damp.*.At the same
time soldiers are brutally -punished ler having unshined buttons! 'That brass

buttons are used beca,use they 'force the soldier to constantly polish them

.
(at. his own expense!) is shown by -the fact that the War Department orders

.
all organizations going into combat to REMOVE THE BRASS BUTTONS and replace -

them with black buttons.. Soldiers on maneuvers have.discovered that placing
transparent nail polish on brass buttons seals them from the damp air for
weeks and keeps them shining.' The War Department will never stand for thls: *

This .again illustrates the army concept of viciousness -whicn is called

discipline.'

Two things make it difficult to keep uniforms spotless: one is the dirty,
muddy, dusty, conditions of war wl-,ich 'makes spots on uniforms; two is the
soldier's lack of money to pay for cleaning.- Very, clever this army. First it

pays a few dollar's to soldiers, then it makes soldiers use large (proportien-
ately) 'sums of this tiny pay for the tailOr, and cleaner and launderer. (NOTE:
The revolutionary army will simplify all uniforms, eliminate brass buttons,
eliminate saluting by abolishing grades and electing leaders.)

The nonsense about a Soldier of necessity hohting himself "erect" is best
disproved by the .practice of even the modern, imperialist .army, which 'has sol-
diers crawl, along the ground, wade or swim through swamps, creep through

woods, lie prone during bombardments by air or .artillery.' Erect posture is a
parade ground propositien, having' little relation. to 'the mechanics of war.*

But by forcing all soldiers to keep* their chins in, their stomachs' in,, their
chests .out., their weight tilted slightly forward, feet with heels together .

. and toes at a 45:degree angle, the War Department succeeds in obtaining a
uniformity and a routine which is supposed to make men look soldiers,

. and at least be forced to do something, disagreeable. The more. diSagreeable
the task, reasons. the army, the more the soldier will toe,' the line, and obey

instantly Hans Habe in his cook "A ThouSand Shall Fall" comments on 'this
-

'
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reduction.of discipline' to its basis, when he says: '"Disci-
pline was unpleasantness. The more unpleasant the task, the
greater the discipline."

CLASStS IN *TEE ARgY
. .

Wailer writes )'The Social sYstem of the army involves .a caste-
like division between commissioned officers and. enlisted men,
originally derived from actual differences between the two
groups. The officer is a gentleman.; the enlisted man. is the
.instrument which he uses in his profession.. :_In all respects
the officer is set offifrom the enlisted man. He wears a uni-
form of a superior quality and bears glittering insignia of
rank. Helives.better than the men draws more pay; staya at
better hotels; smokes a different brand of cigarettes. The
officer cannot gamble with 'enlisted men.- He- cannot Carry a
package.. If .he were, with the most honorable intentions, to
'court a sergeant's daughter, he might be relieved, of his com-
mission. In the presencefof enlisted men, the officer must
always behave with gentlemanlyreservev exacting the last ounce
of respect due him and his rank."

. .

.Caste differences in the army are derived from class diffe-
rences.in Society. Tha "social system" of the army is derived
from the social system of society. The class struggle in-socie-
ty between boss and workers goes on in the arMy between offi-
cer and soldier. Those who ImAgine the class struggle ceases
.in the army are mistaken. It continues, and grOws in intensity
between top and bottom. The army does not 'constitute the end
of the class. struggle. As a matter of fact,.noWhere in capita-
list society is the class relation so 'naked as in the army.
The class straggle in the army is not hidden behind. any demo-
cratic mask.

All-capitalist armies base their social relations.On'the simple
class fact that the 8OLLI.6R SHOULb FhAR THE OFFIChRS-MORE THAN

-THE idiEMY (see "The GermanArmyr" by E. Rosinski, and the more
detailed analysis about. "the main eneMy is at.home"_later on).
This is so because he,aenemy".'is vague, indeterminate concept,
propagandistically 'frightening, but .geographically and:social-
ly removed 'from the soldier.- The officer on the other, hand is

'.constantly at the soldier's back, ordering, threatening., al-
ways cracking the', whip Of guardhouse discipline. The main ene-
my_is at home: the Officer imthe army; the boss,in the fac-
tory.-

.

In the Army, the' boss (officer) uses the worker '(soldier) ac
-his."instrument"- .Class relations in the army are far more

IC C1 '1 11
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open, sharp, developed than in the rest of society'. There is
a sharp legal distinction drawn between officers and soldiers.
Officerseat better food. .(prepared by Soldiers); go to Separate
toilets. (cleaned by soldiers, installed by soldiers or wor-
kers) Prior to. January 1942 officers were permitted to marry;
soldiers were hot. And soldiers are not permitted to Marty
overseas, without the officer's permission. Thus the Officer

. interferes in.the personal-life orthe Soldier.
. .

,-.Wheeler-Nicholson - writes: "We retain the Prussian office
oast.o relation and the discarded Prussian military spirit of
discipline; This incidentally was changed by the Germanarmy
as a' result of, the world war, when it was found that such a
system did not stand up under defeat." Saluting in.the German
army, for example, was Universalized.: all soldiers saUting .

one another. Thus the most obvious form of class distinction
was pushed out.of the limelight. (Compare the U.S..Army's Ana-7
bility to find any other way to create a mass army than the
old Prussian, pre-Nazy officer caste system).

Within the officer caste there is a further caste division
along racial and Other lines. For example, when on rare occa-
sions, a negro, Jew) or working class.element enters West -

'Point, the white and rich-.(or gentile) students give him the .
"silent" treatment, simply not talking to him, and thussdriVing
him out of the Academy. Even West Point "was patterned on the
Prussian model of the 18th' century, where the sons of the ari.7
Stocraoy were sent to be made into.officers of the Royal Army" .

says Wheeler-Nicholson:, The Prussian. model is retained, but
the aristocracy of today does NOT Send its sons to be officers.
.Itigets its officers from the petty-capitalist class, who are
selected by politicians. They carefully select only petty bour-
geois sons who can be useful.

.

. .

Among themselves' thereis a degree of .equality in officer're-
lations prinoipally in the higher ranks. However, there is
considerable distinction between a 'general and
And in all social functions of officers, such as dinners, ga-
therings, balls, and similar affairs, there is a strict seating,
at the dinner.table.by RANK. Rank is dominant. Toward soldiers
there is absolutely no equality. The soldier is treated, as an
inferior. The army orders him to treat the officer:as a super-
ior. This is similar to the "master race" 'theory of the. Nazis.

The Officer is a LEGAL gentleman', a distinction accorded no
other section of capitalist society. This is the legal aspect
of the CLASS DIFFERENCE between officers and soldiers. Legally

tr,;A
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the soldier is a slave who must obey the officer's will at all

times, under all Oircumstances,-without thinking, without ques-

tion - and cheeffully.."The disciplinary System we 'copied 'from

Europe is.primarily based upon the tradition that the term
"officer' and 'gentleman' are synonymous and that soldiers come
from the. lower talks of life,",virites.WheelerNibholson: That
iSYthe historical root of the legal gentlemen. It is a tradi-
tion and .a fact that soldiers come from:the lowernalks of. life,

and that officers come from the' higher walks of life. This does
not make officers gentlemen. More than the bars of tank are

doesConstitute class separation in the
army, and it the basis of the-class struggle in the army.

'Army nurses are all officers An the NUrSe Corps. They must be
.saluted. As officers they are forbidden to 'associate with sol-
diers inferiors. -'cannot.have dates with soldiers under''
penalty of Oourt-martial, can go Out with nothing "lower" than
a secOnd lieutenant (which gives rise to the well known, army

'expression: "What's" lower a 'second bole: AnSwer: No-
thin0).- Even in the new WoMen's Army no fraternising of offi-
cers and rank and. file women Soldiers will be permitted. 'It
is significant that almoSt all the applicants for officer com-
missions come from the petty bourgeoisie, not from,working
class women The rank and file is forbidden to marry and have
children, though Mrs Soddy, head of the Women's Army, is mar-
ried and has two' children.

, .

, An army Joke which expresses in refracted form the class dis-
inctidn in'.the_army is: A soldier goes to the hospital,.and
tells the Medical Officer that he has a-pain. in his abdomen.
The officer tells him : "Officers have pains in the abdomen.
:Sergeants have pains in the_stomach. Soldiers hdve BELLYAC1E2J."

CLASS MEANING OF THE SALUTE

Class distinction in the army is nowherebetter seen 'than in
the way soldiers speak to Officer's, and the way'sOldLrs ap-
.proach officers.

,

-Waller writes: A considerable amount of army training consists
61 learning the ritual of respect toward commissioned.officers,
a subject known ab militarY-courtesy. The private salutes when
he meets an offiber;,-he salutes first and holds the salute un-
til recognized. Between, the officer and, the man there is an
immense social-distance....The private is, supposed to ask the
permiSsion of his immediate sliperior,%.the noncom,* before snea-
"king to the commissioned' officer. When:he speaks to the 'officer

A
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he refers to himself in the third .person.°.

The "social distance betWeen officer and soldier'is.truly
immense. It is unbridgeable in present day capitalist society.
Class divisions are irreConcilable. Only a system of social in-
equality gives rise to "caste-like-division" of the army.

To refer to oneself in the third person when speaking to an
officer is a traditional medieval form of speech of a.

subject.toa kings To speak in the first person is to speak as equals
you and I. To speak in.the.third person is to automatically
speak as an inferior. In the U.S.. Army most soldiers simply
ignore this slavish mode of address. But when speaking to higher -

officers, this method of Speaking in.the third person never
varies. as the Army Regulations put it:. °Private '7:an Doe re-
ports to the Commanding Officer." Not: "I report to the Com-'
manding Officer."

No soldier'dah speak directly to any higher officer; He must
:first get permission of a noncommissioned officer.. Thus the un-
bridgeable gap between officers extends to this rigid restric-
tion on Speaking, where speaking by the soldier has to first
be subject to the ruling of the noncoM. This is death_to,free
,speech..There.is no freespeech in the army. There is '

what the apologists for "democracy" * criticize Fascism for:.
"controlled thought." .

Those who fondly imagine the U.S. Army is a dembcratic army
, thould'payattehtion to saluting, a .medieval custom which has

been adopted by the army as the homage Of the .soldier to the .

: officer.. The army devotes months of ten hour a day training in
saluting until the salute is according to the book. Solders
must walk to the. left and slightly to the rear of officers,

.
must-rise when an-officer enters a room; An officer.leaves a
room first, soldiers' afterward. Soldiers must get into govern--
ment vehicles first,. and officers' get out first. Some of these'
,rules are incredible to the civilian. mind. Before the outbreak'
Of.war on December 8, 1941, saluting officers in town-or any-
where.off the military reservation was "optional'," When sol-
diers, trained all day to salute, knew that, off, the post it
was up to them whether or not to salute, they did not salute,
:officers in' town, thus decisively rejecting all the government

- training' in subordination. 'Soldiers salute because of FEAR of
being severely punished,if they, neglect saluting,' and because
Of ignorance of. the full OlaSS-significance of the .salute,
though they have a formless', semi-conscious hatred for the
ealute4

41
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The phenomenon of every soldier* saluting every other soldier in.

the German Army, far frOm being a symptom of democracy, proba-

'
tly stems.from the widespread use of the Heil Hitler salute
among civilians and soldiers for many years. This incessant
saluting of Hitler carried saluting to its.absurd extreme.

William. Shirer in "Berlin Diary" mentions the phenomenon of all
German seldiers and officers saluting one another. Joseph

liarsch in "Pattern of.Conquest" writes that the fact that all
privatessalute one another illustrates that the German army
has "democratic'. features'''. This is a serious error, and shows
Harsch's shallowness of thoughts, and. misconception of the real

meaning of democracy. Hellas Confused the FORd of equality with

- the CONTENT of increased totalitarian control Over the soldier

which this universal saluting Involves. Besides, basically the
army. is' founded on.a society. It 'is the mirror of that society,

only it is a mirror that reveals all the dictatorial structure
of capitalist society, and tears off the democratic veil,

Once the Soldier gets past the salute, and actually is permit-

ted to speak to the officer he finds another social barrier in
his way. Waller says.: "The army has even evolved a 'voice of
command', a.flatl.emotionless but vibrant tone which gives the
command with-complete i4personality...by-making his' domination

an impersonal thing, the officer makes it possible-for the men
to say, 'We Salate the uniform and. 'not men.'"

, -The typical army saying "salute the uniform and not the man"
.indicates a much neglected aspect of the phenomen of Saluting;
The officer holds a government ."office," and-is an officehol-
der, or, in brief - an officer. The priva4.;e'holds'no office,
and in relation to government office, is.a "private" soldier,

one who i.e not appointed to office. Saluting' the uniform and
not the man is saluting the government office, represented by
the uniform. Saluting the government office is Saluting the

.

_government which creates- andcontrols.the efficei

The government has many thouSands of offices Men fill these

- for 4 timel are replaced 'by other men. Personnel change's. The

- Office remains the same. Saluting officers is saluting the
:government. .

_

: The' impersonal "voice of coMtandOwhich officers are trained
to use is the'mode'of speech to lower beings, with' whom the
officer cannot.be personal. The Officer considers himself a
man.- The soldiers consider him a uniform' and an office..: The

soldiers are not considered as men. Officers do not talk to
soldiers. Officers cowmand soldier's to do this or that There

- is no personal element involved, reasons the War Department,
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as the soldier is not a person ,with thoughts, feelings, but an

.
instrument of the officer,

An example of the Soldiers contempt for the officers is the
tale of the soldier who read the epitaph. on a gravestone:

"Here lies an Officer and a,gentleman." The 'soldier asked:
."110 CONE THEY .BURIED THOSE TWO GUYS IN ONE GRAVE?".

Saluting the uniform and rot the an reaches ridiculous
tremes'not understandable to civilians and which no soldier
can understand,as it is beyond understandings Only-the.in-
.Oessant "Heil Hitler" is a rival of this' When the general's .

automobile domes into sight, soldiers are instructed to-SALUTE
THE CAR, Whether or not the general is inside (there is no ab-

solute methociof determining if the general is An the Oar, and .,.

the private is supposed to Jassume that the general is in the
general's car.) Thus we 'see. the phenomenon of soldiers saluting
the-CAR and not the man. In the Marines, when going or coming:
aboard ship, the marine salutes the quarterdack, whether or
not he sees the office, who is assumed to be always on the
quarterdeck. But this is the same mohanism of saluting an in-
animate object ..(Uniform, oar, quart:Jrdeck):and not the man.
i(See. appendix on.Marines.)

'
That the uniform is the chief indication' that a man is an.

-.,officer is attested to by the 'severe penalti s meted out for
wearing an officer's uniforM. In southern camps the sOuthern
ofvhite'soldiers'are instructed to salute negro:officers *(who

: are 1,41 negro. regiments only) should they chance to meet them.
The :southerners many times refuse to do so. The War DepartMent.
stock explanation to them is that it is not the man (negro!) -

they are saluting, BUT THE UNIFORki
. .

The story is told that two soIaiers strolling through a park -

came ..up to a statue of 'a general, ana said: "We'd iletter:se.

lute-,,you never can telll"

Soldiers like to salute on certain occasionS like when an offi-
. ,

cer is walking with his right arm around a girl This is the
soldier's way, of telling the officer the salute can be a pain-:

. in the necki.and.:-.190 it is a Soke. Sometimes soldiers make offi-- ,

cers salute until theirarm gets tired. - _

The War Department treatment Of the soldier as a slave -

_fests'-itselfconstantly. k sample; the 'army requisitions hedl-,
houses, clothes, food, and men. It orders men for acrti

-,.project like one orders ham and eggs. This is the to1
:attitude toward human life.,

2 , , , ' -1
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WALLER: "Subordination to the commissioned officer is also
possible because he has preStige...The social distance which

we have destribed'is a necessary condition ofthe officer's
prestige, and therefore of the Smooth working of the army

system." :

:Prestige is based on authority, which the Officer-has over
his inferiors. They.must.give respect and,obedience not to

.. the man but to his uniform to the Visual symbol of his
-government office,) The officer's prestige is the prestige of
the government which appointed him, and it stands and falls
with that government's power. '

- - -
, The social distance - actual .physical separation.- between
...officers and soldiers is based Hon the government dictate that

_ the officer is above the soldier and must stay above and apart
from him at 411 times. In the' cases of attempts at relations
between officers.(either Men or nurses,) and soldiers, social
distance is used to force a separation, or firmer methods are
taken. "-

Soldiers are not permitted to come closer than a prescribed
number' of feet to an offieer under most circumstanbeS; In the
U.S...Army this "social -distance" in approaching one's comman-
:ding officer is usually approximately Six feet.. Separation,
social distance, is the key of t5 relationship.

-

Even noncommissioned officers.are instructed to. keep a con-
-siderable "social distance" away from soldiers. They are offi-.
cially prohibited from gambling tith soldier's°, or 0;fromasso-

- ciating with them off duty. Many noncoms disregard.Hthit. But :-

this is the War Department attitude:. .

(The German Army and Navy, in an endeavor, to lessen the sharp

0,tkr.D,r. ,,,A.A.,to

'

'

antagonism between officers and' soldiers, has officers and
.soldiers eat at the same table. (H. Knickerbocker' "Is Tomorrow
Hitler's"))

. .

The domination of the officer over, the soldier is obtained not
merely and:not even so Much by social distance, prestige, and
external appearances. The WarDepartment:has a well planned
policy of dividing the mass of soldiers by giving them grades
and ratings,thus breaking-Ahem up into, competing groups and
preventing _their united.action. THERE ARE. 2a GRADES IN THE.,

.ARMY from Commanding General to buck priVate.,Each grade
me pay than e one lower. se ogets more Raise of pay to

, ,
.$

,
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'
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'.50.84 will not be done because' the governmentlikes.'-' :'. ,... . I.,',,,e),
,' .
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The aim is to make the soldier less dissatisfied, raise his
standard Of living to compare more favorably with that of the
taxridden civilians. - to make soldiers better fighters. They
pay soldiers-to die - not to live: It is a social bribe to'

.

get soldiers to surrender their class interests completely in
the interests of the imperial masters. Ironically enough, des-

, pitesthe extretely.small pay of soldiers, THE GOVERNMENT CHAR-

GESTH:-'o1i INCOME TAX!
, ,

Waller.;."Itis contrary to the idea of the army for the super-
ior to any direct concessions to the will of the suberdi-
nate., life'we surround ourselves with Certain,ritu-

als of respect to others. We say PLEASE' and YOU em-
phasis). On of the firSt things' we teach children is to say .

PLEASE".All this is a concession to the autonomy of the other
person...The officer-cannot say PLEASE because the private is
not Supposed to haveany' will of his own..That is the nature
of the army system."'..

. _

There is no.courtesy in the Military "courtesy" is a
disguise for domination of the soldier's will' by the officer:.

. Military courtesy is a pious fraud.'The.soldiers are forced

to be courteous. It is not neceSsary.that'Ahey should feel,
courteous, as they are not considered to haVe feelings.' The
Officer by returning the soldier's salute merely recognizes .
that the soldier is properly courteous -.i.e.,*subservient in
the G.I. manner. : !'

Soldiers have no "autonomy" of person. A private has 'absolute-
ly no privacy. No officer can make concessions-to-the will of
the soldier. But the soldier must obey the officer's will

plicitly...'This is totalitarianism in its baldest repressive
form; the refusal to allot the mass of human beings any -person-
alautonomy theelimination.of any influence of the soldier's
will on events the soldier is trezted as d'beast of burden.

is allowed, no human-dignity. He-is forced to live on' his
knees, perpetually bowing an scraping before his:master. It'
has been said 'of Fascism that, it abolishes all considerations
of human decency and kindliness'.-

._

MILis is the nature of the army sYstee too.

,
. .

Among themselves,.. of course, officers are polite and courteous.
. They say PLEASE and THANK YOU, and treat each other as human -

..beings.,- as much as officers' Can. Towards soldiers' they are
entirely,different.-Sometimes'thiS'dual standard toward brother
officers and. toward inferior soldiers is considered "hypocri

, ,
tical".by'thoSe untrained the peculiar army ways. It is more. . _

-,,' ',' - ,'' '' ' ' -,
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than this. It is an entire way of life, where a tiny segment
.

of society is raised above the overwhelming mass, and lives

apart.

,

TOOLS OF-IMPERIALISU - THE N.C.O.

Waller: "Like the commissioned officer, the non-commissioned
officer must maintain discipline. re cannot, however4,emp1oy

. the same methods. He cannot employ any great amount of social
distance. He must live with the men; he is..one of them. His
office may be taken away from him'for any small misdeed and he
may revert to the ranks. He must. meet the men on their-own
level, answering their force With his own force and employing
the harsh persuasions of army.penalties..It is here that the
STRUGGLE between the army sybtem and the buck Priklatefs private

will is carried out. It is the sergeant whom the men HATE (my
emphasis.)"

INTERNATIOUL NEWS

The noncom is the Simon Legree, the man with the whip, the
petty straw boss. He is part of the Army burocracy, is raised
above the mass of soldiers by the social bribe of higher pay,

.
authority, prestige, easier tasks. He must treat soldiers mer-

cilessly, or he "may revert to the ranks." By a pro'ces's of ar-
'

tificial selection only the rottenest, most brutal.and back-,

.ward soldiers become "good" noncoms. The noncom is the watchdog.
Heltust 'discipline," ,by "employing the harsh persuasions of
army penalties;" Army punishments (discipline) theory is punish
brutally for 'offenses however trivial or imaginary the soldier
will learn to obey the hundreds of petty personality-crushing

' rules.

The soldiers see the noncom is their deadly el...amy. The soldiers
HATE the noncom. In the war they learn steadily the noncom is
part and .parcel of the entire army system which they hate:
Officers, -army, governmentt Noncom brutality is army "leader-4,,,
ship" at its worst. It is not designed to LEAD man, but to

. DRIVE men, push them like sheep, with the horrible whip of
army penalties.

The struggle between officer and soldier is the class struggle
in the army. Severely regimented 1:1 7' military rules, the class
sense and class attitudes and developing consciousness of class
of soldiers expresses itself in the form of CLASS HATRED FOR
OFFICERS.

t'AX

In military history this hatred of the soldier for the-offlc,-.r
is summed up in the dictum of the famous soldier Frederic?

,

,
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Great: "The soldier must fear his officer's
Tears the enemy."

Here we see most clearly how fear of the officer is the baS'is,

of Military discipline.

Against this .terrorism by the officers, the revolutionists re-
cognize first,of all the class truth that the officers as
aents of the z. t - -4_, Not the opponent army,
but the officer who daily, constantly wars against the soldier
mass. This i's the class struggle in the army. In al.arger sense
this is a part of the Marxian theory of tkperialiSt.war: the
main enemy is at hornet ("our own" government and capitalist
class.)

Waller: "The army toughens men. It must toughen them so that
they can endure hardship, so that they can kill or be killed.
...This is the reason for the long marches completed on aching
feet, for the interrupted sleep, the chilly barracks, the
hard-boiled noncoms, the unpleasantness of .taking orders, the
lack of holiaays; the parades on any and all occasions, the
boxing matches, and all the things which revolt the occasional
sensitive soul which is subjected to the regime. There deve-
lops in the army a cult of toughness for the sake of toughness;
it is a good thing to be tough and the toughest man is the best
man. The soldiers fight with one another because it is the
thing t6 do. Each one wants to be able to say, "I can take it
and can dish it Out." They cultivate vulgarity and obscenity.
and the stronger forms of profanity because it is virile to do
so; they swear ant threaten one another constantly in order to
show how tough'they are. Refinement, of course, is taboo; emir,.
seness is the ,thing sought after. In comrade relations, on in
time of danger, it is one for all ana all for one; in all other
matters, it is dog eat dog. Aggressiveness is a necessity for
survival in such a group. The character ideal of the army is -

. that of.the'hardboiled noncom made famous by certain movies."

The army builds - BRUTES. All the fine training of man is wiped
out by the army. Personal respect is abolished. Individual will
is trampled. Men become beasts of the jungle - the descent of
man! The mechanized savagery of war can be carried on only by
brutes, unthinking and unreeling. The possibility of civili-
zation-going back to barbarism is enhanced by the tremendous

' armies of destruction which face each other and kill, kill,
kill, themselves, and destroy, destroy, destroy, untold billions
of wealth. .
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The army.maes men tougher, fattens them
The army strengthens.legs, arms, muscles
kill better j kill faster, kill more.

'
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for the slaughter.
-.builds men - to

,

But no capitalist army Can teach millions to renounce the ha-
bits of a lifetime of live and let live, ,and transform men in-
to murderous beasts over nights It is a process requiring many
long years. That is why the FascistS begin with the youths And
the ."democracies" ate following in their footstepS..-

The army toUgherns men. The army 'destroys many men who cannot
stand the severe punishments,, the harsh army life.. Thousands
go insane. Thousands are Crippled'. In combat hillions are
wounde4 millions killed'. Years later other thousands suffer
from heart trouble and other diseases, induced or aggravated,
by intensivearmy training and war shock.

Those soldiers who survive this toughening, process Cannot be-
come"eaceful" citizens again.' They are contemptuous of the
culture and refinement which is denied them. They become ene-
mies of the capitalist civilization they are trained to protect.

. .

An example of the method used to rouse the most' brutal feelings
in soldiers is the oft quoted Statement of the American Sgt on
the Western Front: "Come on, you sons of bitches, dcylrou want
to live forever?"

In the answer to this statement, this Coldhearted bloodY yell,
lies the future of mankind'. No, soldiers don't Want to live
forever. Yes, they want to live. NO; they don't want to die
just because everybody dies stmetime.. Soldiers want to live,
live, live. Death is not easy. It.ia most significant that
under the leadership of this American Sergeant,' representative
of the talperial-Falers of America, all sola6r6 were offered
as theirreward for fighting was CERTAIN liEATH. Isn't.that
what the sergeant unwittingly revealed in his'roar?

-General-Wavell, British, describes the ideal infantryman as
combining "the qUalities of a-successful poacher, a cat burg-
lar and a gunman."

=
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The army is an excellent career for excellent young -.poachers,
. . .

Cat burglars, and gunmen. It is instructive to note that many
of the old regular army personnel And practically all national

-:guard soldiers come from the riff-raff and Iumpen elements of
society: the gunmen ipurglats,..poachers.


